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What

- 5,500 pages
- 36 languages
- 29,000 translated pages
- 100,000 commits
- 200 contributors
How

- WML sources, with Perl foo
- CVS repository
- built 6 times a day
- translation check
- QA (validation)
- up to date documentation (either directly built from the DDP, or extracted from package)
Where

- Bugs
- CD / distrib / releases
- devel
- doc
- events / News
- international
- mirror
- ports
- security
- ...
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Why CVS

- easy workflow
  - cvs up
  - (edit, test)
  - cvs diff OR cvs add
  - cvs commit
- translation check
Recent achievements

- switch design
- finishing the UTF-8 migration
Work in progress

- DFSG-compatible license
- maintain documentation
What’s next

- improve our workflow
- welcome new contributors